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Description
Although the immense process of economic and social transformation currently underway in China and Vietnam is well known, less attention has been devoted to the process of Chinese and Vietnamese legal change.

Asian Socialism and Legal Change brings together experts to analyse recent developments in the legal sphere, representing the diversity and dynamism of this process. This book is the first systematic analysis of legal change in Asian transitional economies.
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	ISBN (print): 
	9780731537150
	ISBN (online): 
	9781920942274
	Publication date: 
	Aug 2005
	Imprint: 
	ANU Press
	DOI: 
	http://doi.org/10.22459/ASLC.08.2005
	Co-publisher: 
	Asia Pacific Press
	Disciplines: 
	Arts & Humanities: Cultural Studies; Law; Social Sciences: Politics & International Studies
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If your web browser doesn't automatically open these files, please download a PDF reader application such as the free Adobe Acrobat Reader.
To copy a chapter DOI link, right-click (on a PC) or control+click (on a Mac) and then select ‘Copy link location’.
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